A s a biologist in the natural sciences, one of the most important aspects of my own education and training was the ability to spend course time outdoors: it allowed me to engage directly with the material I was learning and develop a strong understanding of the patterns and processes shaping natural systems. Now, as a post-secondary educator, I have found that the value of exposure to natural phenomena is quantitatively measurable in students' ability to learn and communicate course material. Learning biology while isolated from nature is nearly impossible.
The conventional manner in which biology courses are taught in most universities includes very limited exposure to natural systems. Teaching biology using extensive outdoor time is radical in a broad educational context because it is a dramatic shift away from common practices and fundamentally affects and improves the way students learn. In the context of post-secondary education in the prison system, the radicalism of outdoor coursework is even greater because, for incarcerated students, the freedom to be outside is already one of their denied (or regimentally-controlled) rights. The use of outdoor learning environments is an unconventional teaching methodology that can completely change the way science is taught, learned, and perceived in the carceral system. Coursework in the natural sciences is required of incarcerated students pursuing advanced degrees. In spite of the importance of exposure to nature in meeting the educational goals of such courses, the tremendous constraints on educational tools and facilities in prisons results in science courses that are entirely lecture-based. Incarcerated students learning biology seldom have the opportunity to interact directly with subject matter because they never leave the classroom. This impedes students' ability to learn in an already challenging educational environment. In
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By Kirsten K. Coe performances, asking students to voice their experiences of power and powerlessness makes the continuing reality of prejudice part of the classroom's content and part of the learning process: each class's unique blend of oppression, privilege, and myopia becomes the first step toward an honest conversation about the experiences-ours' and others'-of oppression.
ERIK REULAND
2011, I designed and taught a course on Ecology (the study of the relationships between organisms and their environment) through the Cornell Prison Education Program (CPEP) that set the precedent for a change to this common and accepted framework. In the summer of 2011, 21 students at Auburn Maximum Security Prison registered for the second iteration of my Ecology course. The previous year, I had initiated a project to transform an unused 50 x 100 foot green space into a teaching garden and field site for the course. This fenced-off area was situated on the perimeter of the facility, directly adjacent to the 40 foot high exterior cement walls, where it had housed aging construction vehicles and discarded building materials in a sea of undisturbed ground and exotic weeds. It took eight months for the New York State Department of Corrections (NYSDOC) to approve the project, but with the help of three master gardener volunteers, four former CPEP Ecology students excused from prison duties one day a week (for whom garden work as well as their participation in the Cornell program overall were contingent on a positive disciplinary record), hundreds of donated plants, and some good luck and extensive negotiation at the security gates to bring in garden tools, we transformed this neglected space to create the first ever educational garden to be used for natural science coursework in a prison system.
Our first day out in the garden as an Ecology class was one of the most memorable days of my life, and one my students will likely never forget. Just walking out of the classrooms of the prison school building (which reminded me of an overly-supervised yet underfunded inner-city middle school), through numerous security gates, into our own natural space gave me a sense of freedom as an instructor: I felt liberated to teach on my own terms, using the natural world before me as a new set of educational tools. My students were excited in a way I had not yet seen in the classroom. If a small taste of freedom was possible within the prison walls, I think they experienced it then. As almost the entirety of the prison grounds is paved in asphalt, it was true that until that moment, many of my students had not walked on grass for over 10 years.
One of my chief objectives for the Ecology course was to teach students the scientific method, and our first class outside focused on the first few steps: scientific observation, development of hypotheses, and testing of hypotheses through experimentation. I gathered my students in one corner of the garden space and held their attention long enough to explain their tasks for the first part of class: they were to carefully, objectively observe and note ecological interactions and patterns of interest. But even before I had completed my instruction they were already filtering into the garden. My students excitedly walked through the plots, pausing to examine a flower of a native plant, different shapes of leaves on a stem, or a bee covered in pollen. In all my years as an instructor for Cornell biology undergraduates, I have never in my life seen so much enthusiasm for nature as in these incarcerated men. The Correction Officers (COs) assigned to oversee the outdoor class watched intently, and many told me they had never observed anything like this before at Auburn. Before long, I found myself literally running around the large garden area from student to student to answer their myriad questions: "Are these two insects competing for access to this flower?" "What makes this vine curl around this plant?" "If these are the same species, why does this one grow taller?" In keeping with my desire to cultivate scientific thought, I answered some of their questions that were more factual, but left others unanswered, suggesting they be posed to the whole class later on. Upon reconvening, we discussed observations as a class, and together developed a set of testable hypotheses about pollination rates across plant species, then divided into groups to collect data. The idea of data collection was brand new to every one of my students, but on this day and over the course of the summer, they patiently became proficient at this and other aspects of objective experimentation. In employing this radical form of teaching science, the complete process of development of scientific thought, though very challenging at first, became abundantly clear to my students in a way it never would have in the classroom. Here, in this empowering and freeing natural setting, each could generate from their own observations a scientific project that yielded meaningful results. No one, including me, told them what to do or what to focus on; it was their own minds that created the success of the day.
As is common across higher education programs in carceral institutions, many aspects of the course did not go very smoothly. I am certain that the challenges I faced from the prison administration (for whom this course at the very least represented increasing amounts of paperwork and justification to senior NYSDOC members) as well as confrontations with Auburn correctional staff, were accentuated by the radical pedagogical methods I chose to use. Throughout the summer I was often informed by COs that I could not take my class out into the garden that day, or was denied use of previously authorized equipment such as hand lenses or measuring tape, all with no logical explanation. We were also frequently escorted out of the garden early and without warning, which served to end class abruptly, regardless of what experiments the students were in the middle of. Negotiation was seldom an option, so it was essential that I be prepared with another lesson plan (or two) that could be accomplished indoors, or come up with a spur-of-the-moment activity to conclude class outside. These experiences proved that radicalization of an already challenging educational environment, while exceedingly rewarding from a learning and teaching perspective, certainly comes at a cost.
Interestingly, some of the supervisory COs showed interest in the garden, and my students and I even found ourselves in a position to teach them something, answering questions like "Is Queen Anne's lace the same thing as wild carrot? Is that the same species of carrot we get in the store?" (my students and I dug one up and ate it), or settling their good-hearted debates about which garden plants are exotic or which insects are damaging their zinnias at home. Although the presence of CPEP at Auburn often was met with visible resentment from the COs (especially those working to afford to send their children to college) I believe that this Ecology class improved interactions between COs and students. I saw that outside in the garden, students had very different types of interactions with guards, and students (with notebooks out, patiently collecting data in the field, working in groups effectively) were also seen by COs in a different, perhaps even respectful, way.
The Ecology course culminated with each student completing an independent project from their own ecological interests and observations in the field. These projects were challenging for students as they entailed development of an experimental idea, data collection and analysis, and finally a written report and oral presentation. The subjects students chose for projects were diverse, and included (1) the influence of leaf age on herbivory in sunflower; (2) how plant diversity can be a predictor for insect diversity; (3) how developing floral heads of Queen Anne's Lace act as a safe site for mite reproduction; and (4) the influence of an exotic vine on native plants. During the projects, students often used each other as resources as some became experts in their project topic, and it was not uncommon to hear "I don't know what kind of wasp that is, but go ask Burnell, he'll know." I helped students refine their experimental designs, but because of their diligence over the course of the class in learning the scientific method, my role in this final project stage was more removed, in a very important way. In trusting that my students could accomplish what I set out to teach them and being able to step back and allow them to work, I arrived at a very satisfying point that I think all teachers hope to attain. I sensed a great deal of pride in each of my students as they gave oral presentations about their experiments. It was extremely apparent that the presence of the garden in this Ecology course enabled my students to develop a confident understanding of pattern and process in natural systems that would have been impossible using lectures alone.
The Ecology garden did more at Auburn than enhance student learning in my course, however. Over time, it began to influence prison culture as a whole. All inmates moving between the prison yard and the school building or the workshop area (where men were employed to make license plates, road signs, or furniture for the facility) walked by the garden, and the garden was situated adjacent to the large outdoor weightlifting area. As a result, its presence could not (and did not) go unnoticed at Auburn. The garden started out as something visibly different, and maybe even odd, but it captured the interest of nearly everyone in the facility. Initially, an ongoing joke coming from COs and other inmates was whether we were growing marijuana in the garden, and before the perennials began to flower, most observers saw the venture as an extensive weed cultivation zone. Over time, however, the true meaning and value of the garden space became apparent. My students began telling me that it became a consistent topic in the mess hall: other inmates wanted to know what the Ecology students were doing in there, and they told them they were studying plants and animals and conducting experiments. Field guides I lent to students for identifying plants and insects became hot commodities that were traded carefully and treated with respect. As the garden became more colorful, and my students began to produce results from their hard work, the garden became increasingly symbolic. It represented the potential for growth where it was thought not to be possible, and the fact that one's mind can be truly free even while the body is incarcerated. Prison culture in the United States forces inmates to define and assert themselves as a form of self-protection, and for my students the Ecology garden cultivated a reverence for life beyond one-self within the prison walls.
On one of the final outdoor days during the course, as we were being escorted back to the school building, a CO glibly asked a few of my students, "So what are you guys now? Farmers, weed growers?" One of them turned to face the CO, and replied, sincerely and brimming with pride, "No. We are ecologists." This moment underscored so succinctly to me that this approach to teaching ecology was radical not only in the way it transformed the capacity for generating scientific knowledge, but for prisoners in how it transformed their conception of themselves as valuable citizens and as scientists. Here, scholarship represented a very different sense of accomplishment compared to what is typically offered from a classroom because my students worked to create their own knowledge.
The prevailing view of science (and education) in the prison system is negative, mostly as a product of its negative associations in the underprivileged communities that comprise the majority of prison populations in the United States. My development of the Ecology course and teaching garden represented an extremely important transition from an implicitly criticized view of academic excellence in this setting, to a view of individual and collective student academic pride that became contagious within the prison walls. This transition in particular exemplifies how radical teaching methodologies, particularly outdoor learning opportunities in the sciences, can be immensely powerful as a force of change in the carceral system. I n the fall of 2010, guided by the value of accessible higher education, I taught a course on the Holocaust through the Education Justice Project (EJP), a program at the University of Illinois that provides upper-level college courses and educational programming to incarcerated men at Danville Correctional Center. My chief concern for the class was how to navigate modes of inquiry at the intersection of two carceral contexts: the Nazi camps and the U.S. penal system. While there are clear dissimilarities between the two contexts, I anticipated that a study of the Holocaust through the discourses of public prejudice and statesanctioned mass-incarceration would lead the students to a critical engagement with U.S. prisons, as well as a more personal identification with the Holocaust victims. Many students in the class-among 
